ShadeTree® Full-size Displays

A full-size ShadeTree® System display lets your customers
see how easily the canopies operate, and shows how a new
“outdoor room” can be created for their enjoyment. The display
presents a pleasant in-store image and helps sell other outdoor
products, such as lawn furniture, grills, lumber, etc. Projection
of canopies/displays can be adjusted if desired. Includes one
mesh canopy and one stripe canopy (plus one solid canopy if
3-section display). Brochures with 4-color signage, fabric
swatchbook, and “Shade Ideas” photo book included. Custom
displays are available, contact ShadeTree for details.

A. Vinyl Pergola (complete, white or beige)
Retail
$8518
$9043
$10,339

3-section (10’x10’)
3-section (10’x12’)
4-section (13’x12’)

The Garden Getaway

The ShadeRetreat

2-section (8’4”x8’4”)
2-section (12’x12’)
3-section (16’x12’)

vinyl pergola display

wood display

vinyl display

B. Vinyl ShadeRetreat
(complete, white or beige)

Display
Special
50%
50%
50%

Retail
$3813
$4602
$7444

aluminum display

Display
Special
50%
50%
50%

D. Wood Garden Getaway
(excludes wood)

Display
Retail Special
2-section (9’4”x8’4”)
$2007
50%
2-section (12’x12’)
$2482
50%
3-section (16’x12’)
$4647
50%
Perfect for promoting lumber sales!

aluminum display

The Capri II

C. Aluminum Capri II
(complete, white, taupe or black)
2-section (8’4”x8’4”)
2-section (12’x12’)
3-section (16’x12’)

D. Aluminum Deluxe Bungalow &
Standard Bungalow
(complete, black, white, beige & bronze)

Display
Retail Special
$3335
50%
$3946
50%
$6090
50%

aluminum display

Rugged, cast & extruded aluminum
structure - elegant & low maintenance.
Matte-finish, powder-coated. Our
longest spanning structure - up to 24’,
with 21’ between columns!

The Deluxe Bungalow
Architectural details like the distinctive
rosette pattern and ball finial add elegance to
the rugged 7.5” x 7.5” recessed panel
columns of the Deluxe Bungalow.

Display
Deluxe Bungalow Retail Special
2-section (8’4”x8’4”)$11,485
50%
2-section (12’x12’) $12,468
50%
3-section (16’x12’) $14,270
50%
Standard Bungalow
2-section (8’4”x8’4”) $6878
2-section (12’x12’) $7620
3-section (16’x12’) $10,244

50%
50%
50%

The Bungalow
Contemporary flat capitals
top the rugged, yet slimline
5.5” x 5.5” recessed panel
columns of the Bungalow.

